PRE-SCIENCE STUDENTS SOCIETY (PRESSS)
Pre-Science Students Society (PRESSS) of Centre for Foundation Studies IIUM
(CFS IIUM) is a group consist of students from Physical Science and Biological Science
courses. As we are moving forward, the main objective of this society is to spread the
consciousness about importance of science among students in CFS IIUM. Moreover,
the vision of this society is “Together we change the world with science”. This vision
may turn into reality through a highly responsible society members commitments.
One of the effective programs that we organized is “Astelle”. This program is
focusing on enhancing students’ knowledge about outer space. In this program, we
have many activities involving astronomy knowledge such as star gazing, seminar about
planets in solar system by speaker from “Balai Cerap Kuala Selangor”.

Apart from that, our club has also conducted two other programs that involving
science which is “Blood Donation” and “Einstein Explorace” .These two programs are

opened to all CFS student. These two programs are the prove that we are always
commit to fulfill our mission and vision. Furthermore, PRESSS also tries to reach
outside CFS IIUM by holding a community service program “Free Market” collaboration
with Squad Nafwida and Petronas at Kemaman, Terengganu. Through this program,
the participants get the chance to contribute to the society by cleaning the village
compound of Kampung Lubuk Lesung, Terengganu and at the same time appreciating
the beauty of the village environment itself. Participants also get to visit one of the
beach in Kemaman as a release after doing such a hectic work on that day.

. Do check our instagram here (PRESSS CFS IIUM)
In conclusion, despite many challenges, PRESSS family is happy to have this
opportunity to conduct successful and meaningful programs. We are hoping that this
meaningful journey shall not end. The journey to educate ourselves and the CFS
community to always appreciate science .This is not just about being an PRESSS
members, but in order to gain more knowledge to become a better khalifah in the eyes
of Allah. Together we grab this chance to various our ibadah for the sake of
mardhatillah. So, you’re the nature enthusiast ? Come and join us now !

